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ABSTRACT

An exerciser including a movable body support mounted on
an exerciser frame for movement along tracks provided by
the frame. A movable foot support extends from the exer
ciser frame. The movable foot support is adapted to be
engaged by the user’s feet to absorb the energy of movement
in a ?rst direction and to provide the user With a bouncing
movement, Which the user may translate into a movement of

the movable body support in the opposite direction. The
movable foot support may be provided as an attachment and
retro?tted to existing exercisers. The exerciser may include

a resilient resistance system coupled to the movable body
support and a set of pull lines With user grips trained over

(60)

Provisional application No. 60/440,610, ?led on Jan.

pulleys carried by the exerciser frame. Also disclosed are

17, 2003.

methods for enabling users to exercise.
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EXERCISE APPARATUS WITH RESILIENT FOOT
SUPPORT
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to US. Provisional
Application No. 60/440,610 ?led Jan. 17, 2003. The con
tents of that application are incorporated by reference herein

in their entirety.

cally places his or her hands or feet on the cushioned portion
of the foot bar to control the movement of the carriage.

[0009] One variation of the above-described type of exer
cise apparatus is disclosed in US. Pat. No. 5,967,955, Which

is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. The
disclosed apparatus includes a movable carriage mounted on

generally parallel tracks and a foot rest of the type described
above. The apparatus does not use resilient members to

provide resistance; instead, resistive bias is provided by
inclining the tracks at one of a number of angular orienta

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

tions, thereby alloWing the user to move the carriage by
Working against a corresponding fraction of his or her oWn

ports for carrying out those methods.

Weight bias under the in?uence of gravity using a pulley
system that is coupled to the carriage. As the angular
orientation of the carriage changes, the fraction of the user’s
Weight bias changes correspondingly, such that at greater
inclinations, the Weight bias that the user Works against is

[0004] 3. Description of Related Art

greater.

[0002]

2. Field of the Invention

[0003] The present invention relates to methods of exer
cising and to exercise apparatuses With resilient foot sup

[0005] One of the consistent challenges in the ?tness
industry is devising exercise methods and apparatuses that
alloW the user to achieve maximum, diverse ?tness effects

by performing exercises in comfortable positions. For
example, a type or set of exercises may be particularly
attractive and bene?cial to the user if it provides strength

ening, toning and cardiovascular bene?ts. Exercise equip
ment used to perform ?tness exercises should ideally be

relatively simple in construction, ?exible in the types of
exercises allowed, and adaptable to a Wide range of resis

[0010] Another variation of the above-described type of
exercise apparatus is that sold under the general name

Pilates Performeri (Stamina Products, Inc., Spring?eld,
Mo., United States) for use With the Pilates exercise system.
An apparatus of this type is shoWn in US. Pat. No. D.
382,319 to Gerschefske et al., the contents of Which are

incorporated by reference in their entirety. The apparatus
includes a frame having a pair of generally parallel tracks
that support a movable carriage Which is mounted on the

tracks With rollers for rolling horiZontal movement along the

tances and levels of exertion.

tracks. A set of tensile resilient resistance elements is con
nected to the frame at one end and to the carriage at the

[0006] A popular type of exercise equipment provides a
pair of generally parallel tracks, on Which a carriage is
mounted for sliding or rolling movement along the tracks.
Depending on the particular variation, the carriage may be

position. A pulley system and associated pull lines are
coupled to the carriage, such that the carriage may be moved
by application of force to the pull lines. A foot bar is

connected to a resistance system including one or more

resilient members, such as springs or bungee cords, Which

bias the carriage toWards a particular position. The carriage

other, thereby biasing the carriage toWards a particular

provided at one end of the frame, and shoulder blocks are
provided at one end of the carriage, alloWing the user to
position him or herself in a supine position to move the

may also be connected to pull lines that are trained over a

carriage against the resilient bias provided by the tensile

pulley system, alloWing the user to move the carriage by

resilient resistance elements using the muscles of either the

pulling the pull lines. The user exercises With such an
apparatus by using the arms or legs to move the carriage

legs or the arms.

along the tracks.

[0007] Sliding-carriage multi-function exercise equipment
of this type also typically includes a foot rest or foot bar
Which extends in a direction generally perpendicular to the
rails. The foot rest or foot bar is operationally ?xed in
position, and alloWs a user to control the movement of the

carriage by exerting his or her leg muscles against it. A foot
rest typically includes a set of frame members or frame
portions that are adapted to connect at a ?rst end to either the
rails of the apparatus or other appropriate structures pro

vided for that purpose. At their respective second ends, the
frame members are attached to a rigid member, such as a

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] One aspect of the invention relates to a method of
enabling a person to exercise. The method comprises pro

viding a movable body support for the exercising person
Which supports the exercising person in a position Which
alloWs the body of the exercising person to move With the
movable body support While the feet of the exercising
person are free to be moved With respect to the movable

body support and providing a movable foot support separate
from the body support in a position to be engaged by the feet
of the exercising person supported on the movable body
support. The method also comprises providing for the

board. The board is typically covered With a layer of foam
or other cushioning material, Which may be enclosed in a
layer of outer material, such as vinyl. The foam and outer
material cushion the user’s feet to some degree and provide
traction.

absorption of the energy of the movement of the movable
body support in a ?rst direction aWay from the movable foot

[0008] A foot bar is a generally U-shaped and typically

support. Additionally, the method comprises providing for

holloW bar that is adapted to be connected to the exercise
apparatus at its ends. The top portion of the foot bar is
covered With a traction/cushioning material. The user typi

by the engagement thereof by the feet of the exercising
person moving With the movable body support in the second

support by the exercising person supported thereon and the
conversion of the absorbed energy to a movement of the

movable body support With the exercising person supported
thereon in a second direction toWard the movable foot

the controlled yielding of the movable foot support caused
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direction and establishing as a result of the controlled

yielding a bouncing movement by the movable foot support
in the ?rst direction, Which the exercising person can trans
late into a movement of the movable body support in the ?rst
direction. The arrangement is such that the exercising person
can control the repetition and magnitude of the movements

of the movable body support by ?exure of the legs at the
knees.
[0012] Another aspect of the invention relates to an exer
ciser. The exerciser comprises a a frame assembly, a mov

able body support disposed on the frame assembly and
constructed and arranged to support the body of an exercis
ing person in a position Which alloWs the body of the
exercising person to move With the movable body support
While enabling the feet of the exercising person to be free to
be moved With respect to the movable body support, and a
movable foot support disposed on the frame assembly and
constructed and arranged to be engaged by the feet of the

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015]

The invention Will be described With reference to

the folloWing draWings, in Which like numerals represent
like features throughout the ?gures, and in Which:
[0016] FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of an exerciser accord
ing to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0017] FIG. 2 is an exploded perspective vieW of the
exerciser of FIG. 1;

[0018]

FIG. 3 is a side elevational vieW of the exerciser of

FIG. 1;
[0019]

FIG. 4 is an elevational vieW of one end of the

exerciser of FIG. 1;
[0020]

FIG. 5 is an elevational vieW of the other end of the

exerciser of FIG. 1;
[0021]

FIGS. 6A-6C are side elevational vieWs of the

exercising person supported on the movable body support.

exerciser of FIG. 1 in various operative positions;

The movable body support is mounted on said frame assem
bly for movement in a ?rst direction aWay from the resil
iently movable foot support and a second direction toWard

[0022] FIG. 7 is a perspective vieW illustrating an exer
ciser foot rest attachment according to the invention;

the movable foot support, and is constructed and arranged to

[0023]

absorb the energy of a movement thereof in the ?rst direc
tion by a user supported thereon and to convert the absorbed
energy into a movement thereof With the exercising person

ing to another embodiment of the invention;

supported thereon in the second direction. The resiliently
movable foot support is constructed and arranged to yield
resiliently in response to the engagement of the feet of the
user moving With the movable body support in the second
direction and to establish, as a result of the resilient yielding,

a bouncing movement by the resiliently movable foot sup
port in the ?rst direction, Which can be translated by the user
into a movement of the movable body support in said ?rst
direction.

[0024]

FIG. 8 is a perspective vieW of an exerciser accord
FIG. 9 is a side elevational vieW of the exerciser of

FIG. 8;
[0025]

FIG. 10 is a side elevational vieW of an exerciser

according to yet another embodiment of the invention;
[0026] FIG. 11 is a top plan vieW of the foot support
portion of the exerciser of FIG. 10; and
[0027] FIG. 12 is a top plan vieW of a foot support portion
according to another embodiment of the invention, the
exerciser itself being generally the same as that shoWn in
FIG. 10.

[0013] A further aspect of the invention relates to an
attachment for an exerciser of the type including a movable
body support disposed on a frame assembly in a position to
support the body of an exercising person in a position Which
alloWs the body of the exercising person to move With the
movable body support While enabling the feet of the user to
be free from the movable body support, a foot assembly
adapted to be mounted on the frame assembly in a position

reference above. The exerciser 10 includes a frame assem

to be engaged by the feet of the exercising person supported

bly, generally indicated at 12, a movable body support,

on said movable body support, and mounting structure
disposed on the frame assembly, the mounting structure
being constructed and arranged to detachably mount the foot
assembly to the frame structure. The attachment comprises
a movable foot support constructed and arranged to coop

generally indicated at 14, disposed on the frame structure 12
in a position to support the body of the user in a position
enabling the feet of the user to be free from the movable

body support 14, and a resiliently movable foot support,
generally indicated at 16, constructed and arranged to be

erate With the mounting structure to be mounted on the

mounted on the frame structure 12 in a position to be

frame assembly in lieu of the foot assembly in a position to
be engaged by the feet of a user supported on the movable
body support. The movable foot support is constructed and
arranged to yield resiliently in response to the engagement
of the feet of the user supported on the movable body
support thereWith in a second direction toWard the movable
foot support and to establish, as a result of the resilient

yielding, a bouncing movement by the movable foot support
in a ?rst direction Which can be translated by the user into
a movement in said ?rst direction of said movable body

support.
[0014] Other aspects of the invention Will become appar
ent from the folloWing description.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0028] FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of an exerciser,
generally indicated at 10, according to one embodiment of
the invention. The exerciser 10 is generally of the type
shoWn in US. Pat. Des. 382,319, Which Was incorporated by

engaged by the feet of the user supported on the movable

body support 14.
[0029] The frame assembly 12 includes a frame 18, Which
is adapted to support the movable body support 14, the foot
support 16, and the user, as Well as a stand 20, Which is
adapted to connect to the frame 18 to hold the frame 18 in

a generally horiZontal plane above ?oor level. As is shoWn
in FIG. 2, an exploded perspective vieW of the exerciser 10,
the stand 20 comprises a plurality of legs 22 connected at
respective upper ends thereof by cross bars 24, such that the
stand portion 20 is comprised of generally rectangular or
trapeZoidal segments having legs 22 disposed at the corners
of the segments. End caps 26 of a rubber or other non-skid
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material may be provided at ?oor-contacting ends of the legs
22. Upper receptacle sections 28 of the stand 20 are adapted
to receive corresponding mating structures provided on the
underside of the frame 18 (not shoWn in the Figures), so as
to operatively secure the frame 18 to the stand 20. The legs
22 of the stand 20 may be of any length that provides a
convenient user height for the frame portion 18.
[0030]

Depending on the embodiment, the frame 18 and

stand 20 may be separable, so that the exerciser 10 can be

stored easily. Additionally, the stand 20 may be omitted or

sold separately, particularly if the height provided by the

section, and a movable body support With rollers or other
movement support structures may be con?gured so as to rest

on top of the support tracks, rather than engaging inside
tracks de?ned Within them. The precise manner of engage

ment of the movable body support and the support tracks is
not critical.

[0035]

Several body-engaging components are mounted

on the movable body support 14 so as to facilitate the body
positioning of the user. TWo padded shoulder blocks 44, one

on each side of the body support 14, extend vertically, and
are positioned so as to engage the upper portion of the user’s

stand 20 is not required for the exercises that are to be
performed. Moreover, it may be desirable to construct the
stand 20 such that one end is Wider than the other. A stand

torso (i.e., at the collarbone or shoulder region) When the
user is lying prone or supine on the movable body support

20 With one Wider end and one narroWer end may be

movable body support 14 in a direction aWay from the foot
support 16. The shoulder blocks 44 may be removably

desirable if one end of the exerciser 10 requires a broader
base of support to prevent lateral tipping, or if the exerciser
10 is constructed such that the stand 20 Will only mate With
the frame 18 if the frame 18 is in a particular orientation.

[0031] The frame 18 is comprised of tWo generally par
allel support tracks 30, connected and braced by a number

14, so as to prevent the user from sliding relative to the

attached to the movable body support 14, for example, by a
threaded connection.

[0036]

A padded head rest 46 is also mounted on the

track 30 de?nes an interior track 32, in the shape of a

movable body support 14. In the position illustrated in
FIGS. 1 and 2, the head rest 46 is positioned such that its
user-contacting surface is generally horiZontal and co-planar
With those of the movable body support 14. HoWever, the

channel, Which is adapted to receive engaging portions of
the movable body support 14. The engaging portions of the

that its angular position may be adjusted relative to that of

of cross members. Each of the support tracks 30 has a

generally C-shaped cross-section, such that each support

movable body support 14 in this embodiment are rollers 33

(shoWn in phantom in FIG. 3) that rollingly engage interior
tracks 32. The rollers 33 are mounted to the underside of the

head rest may be mounted on a multi-position bracket, such

the movable body support so as to support the user’s head in
an inclined position. In addition to the head rest 46, torso pad
48 is mounted on the movable body support 14 so as to cover

movable body support 14 on appropriately-siZed bearings or
projections, and alloW the movable body support 14 to roll

a substantial portion of the movable body support 14 to
provide traction and comfort.

along the support tracks 30 betWeen limiting portions of the
support tracks 30. The limiting portions of the support tracks

[0037] When the user is lying on the movable body
support 14 in either prone or supine position With his or her

30 de?ne the extent of travel for the movable body support
14. In the exerciser 10, one of the limiting portions is a
crossbar 34 that extends betWeen the tWo support tracks 30;
the other limiting portion is de?ned by an endpiece 36 of the

respect to the movable body support 14, and extend in a
direction toWard the resiliently movable foot support 16. As

frame portion 18. Alternatively, the limiting portions may
simply be the ends of the grooves 32 in the support tracks 30.
[0032] Although rollers 33 are used in the illustrated
embodiment, a number of bearings and other movement

head on the head rest, the user’s feet are free to move With

can be seen in FIG. 1 and in the end elevational vieWs of
FIGS. 4-5, in one embodiment, the foot support 16 com

prises a generally rectangular peripheral frame member 50
that extends vertically, perpendicular to the orientation of the
movable body support 14. Resiliently attached to the periph

support structures are knoWn in the art, and any one of these

eral frame member 50 is a ?exible sheet member 52. In the

knoWn types of bearings may be used in place of the rollers.
For example, instead of rollers, blocks of loW-friction mate
rial may be used, and the inside tracks 32 in the support
tracks 30 may be lubricated in order to facilitate sliding

illustrated embodiment, the peripheral frame member 50 has

movement With reduced friction.

Wrapped around the peripheral frame member 50 and pass

[0033] The support tracks 30 may be continuous bars that
run the length of the exerciser, or they may be comprised of
sets of shorter bars Which are secured together by Welds or
fasteners. As shoWn in FIG. 3, each support track is com
prised of tWo shorter support bars 38, 40. At one end, each
shorter support bar 38, 40 connects to an endpiece 36, 37 to
form an end of the frame 18 of the exerciser 10. (The
endpieces 36, 37 of the illustrated embodiments are bars

covered With decorative plastic moldings, but they may be
made in other con?gurations.) At the other ends of the

shorter support bars 38, 40, cooperating hinge structure 42
is provided, such that the shorter support bars 38, 40 may be
hingedly connected together in a manner Which alloWs the
exerciser 10 to be folded When not in use.

[0034]

In alternative embodiments of the invention, the

support tracks may have a substantially rectangular cross

a generally circular cross section, and a fabric ?exible sheet

member 52 is attached to the peripheral frame member 50 by
a series of elastomeric, resilient, extensible cords 53 that are

through eyelets 54 provided along the edges of the fabric
?exible sheet member 52. The fabric ?exible sheet member
52 may be nylon, canvas, or another suitable fabric capable

of Withstanding exercising use. The elastomeric, resilient,
extensible cords 53 may comprise, for example, several
strands of an elastomeric rubber encased in a fabric outer

casing.
[0038]

In addition to the arrangement shoWn in the ?gures

and described above, the foot support 16 may be made in a
variety of con?gurations and of a number of materials. For

example, instead of being Wrapped around the frame mem
ber, elastomeric cords or tension coil springs could be
secured at ?rst ends Within the interior of a holloW peripheral
frame member and could extend from it, being secured to the
?exible sheet member at respective second ends. Alterna
tively, the ?exible sheet member itself may be made of a
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resilient, elastomeric material, such as rubber, and may be

lengths. When the user grips the user grips 70 and causes the

secured to the frame member With adhesives or fasteners,

Without elastomeric cords. Moreover, the foot support could
comprise an in?ated resilient bladder supported by a periph
eral frame or a rigid backing member, or it could comprise

pull lines 58 to extend, he or she is Working against the force
bias provided by the tensile resilient resistance elements 62.
The arm exercise system, including the pull lines 56, pulleys
58 and associated structures is an optional feature, and may

a board or other rigid member resiliently mounted on

not be included in some embodiments of the invention.

springs. In general, other embodiments of the invention
Would be designed to simulate the type of motion produced
using the foot support 16. Other embodiments of the foot

[0043]

support Will be described in more detail beloW.

[0039] The exerciser 10 also carries a resilient resistance
system coupled to the movable body support 14. The cross
bar 34 proximate to the footrest has several slots 60 formed
in it. Each slot 60 in the crossbar is siZed and adapted to
accept one end of a tensile resilient resistance element 62. A

bracket on the underside of the movable body support 14
(not shoWn in the ?gures) includes a corresponding set of
slots 60, each slot 60 adapted to accept the other end of a
tensile resilient resistance element 62. In this embodiment,
the crossbar 34 and bracket of the movable body support 14
each include four slots 60; hoWever, the number of slots 60
may be selected arbitrarily, depending on the total desired
resistance, the Width of the crossbar 34 and bracket, and the
total amount of space required for each resilient resistance
element 62. The exerciser 10 may be operated With any
number of resilient resistance elements 62 installed in the
slots.

[0040] The tensile resilient resistance elements 62 illus
trated in FIGS. 1 and 2 are elastomeric cords With knobs 64
installed at the ends, so that the ends may be seated in the

The foot support 16 is constructed and adapted to

yield in a controlled manner in response to the engagement
of the user’s feet thereWith in a direction toWard the foot
support 16 and to establish, as a result of the controlled

yielding, a bouncing movement by the foot support 16 in the
opposite direction, Which can be translated by the user into
a movement of the movable body support 14 in that opposite
direction. In this context, the term “bouncing movement”
may refer to movements during Which the feet of the user
lose contact With the foot support 16, as Well as resilient
movements during Which the feet of the user remain in
contact With the foot support 16. The term “feet” may refer
to both of the user’s feet together or to one individual foot;

the exercises shoWn described here may be performed With
one foot, each foot alternately, or both feet simultaneously.
The terms “controlled yielding” and “resilient yielding”
imply that the foot support 16 or individual foot portions
thereof yield in such a manner that they are biased to return

to their original position. As Was noted above, if the foot
support 16 does not comprise a ?exible sheet member 52,
the foot support 16 is preferably designed to simulate the
motion of a structure such as the ?exible sheet member 52.

That motion Will be described beloW in more detail.

[0044] By the operation of the resilient resistance system,

slots provided for them. The tensile resilient resistance
elements 62 may also comprise tension coil springs, rubber

the movable body support 14 is constructed and arranged to

bands, or similar structures. Depending on the type of
resilient resistance elements 62, hooks or other receiving
structures may be used instead of slots. As those of skill in
the art Will appreciate, one of the functions of the tensile
resilient resistance elements 62 is to bias the movable body
support 14 to return to a position proximate to the movable
foot support 16 When moved by the user aWay from the

body support in a direction aWay from the foot support 16

movable foot support 16. HoWever, particularly if the mov
able body support 14 is inclined and able to move under the
in?uence of gravity, the resilient resistance system may be
omitted.

absorb the energy of movement of the user on the movable
and to convert that absorbed energy into a movement toWard

the foot support 16.

[0045]

The user may control the degree of resistive bias by

changing the number of tensile resistive elements 62 that are
connected betWeen the crossbar 34 and the movable body
support 14. The pull lines 56 are constructed and arranged
such that forces applied in a direction toWard the foot
support 16 by the user’s arms are converted into movements

of the movable body support 14 aWay from the foot support
16. Alternatively, the user may control the position of the

[0041] The exerciser 10 of FIG. 1 also carries an arm
exercise system. TWo pull lines 56 are connected to the

movable body support 14 solely by ?exure of the legs
against the foot support 16.

underside of the movable body support 14. From the under
side of the movable body support 14, the pull lines 56 are
trained over pulleys 58 that are carried by an upright bar 66
provided on the end of the exerciser opposite the foot

[0046] One exemplary type of exercise that may be per
formed With the exerciser 10 is shoWn in FIGS. 6A-6C,

support. The pulleys 58 are adapted to sWivel, so as to alloW

the user to pull the pull lines 56 toWard the foot support 16
in a variety of planes of motion. They pulleys 58 are also

releasably mounted on the upright bar 66 by mounting
structure 68 so that their angle and orientation can be

changed by the user.

[0042] From the pulleys 58, the pull lines 56 extend
toWards the foot support 16, and are coupled to user grips 70
at their ends. BetWeen the ends of the pull lines 56 and the

user grips 70, take-up ?ttings 72 are provided. Each take-up
?tting has a number of holes 74 formed in it, such that if the
pull lines are too long, they may be Wrapped around and
through the take-up ?ttings 72 to reduce their effective

although many types of exercises may be performed. As
shoWn in FIG. 6A, the user P lies on the movable body

support 14 in an essentially supine position, ?exed at the
knees, With the bottoms of his or her feet in contact With the

?exible sheet member 52 of the foot support 16. In FIG. 6A,
the user P is also gripping the user grips 70, and the pull lines
56 are extended forWardly. In the vieW of FIG. 6B, the user
P has moved the movable body support 14 toWards the foot
support 16, causing the ?exible sheet member 52 to de?ect.
In the vieW of FIG. 6C, the resiliency of the elastomeric
cords 62 attached to the ?exible sheet member 52 has caused
the ?exible sheet member 52 to rebound, creating a bounc
ing movement by the foot support 16 that the user P can
translate into a movement of the movable body support 14.
As shoWn in the FIG. 6C, the movable body support 14 has
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moved in a direction away from the foot support 16. The

degree of bouncing shown in FIG. 6C is for illustrative
purposes. The actual amount of bouncing or resiliency Will
vary With the type of ?exible sheet member 52 and elasto
meric cords 62 that are used, as Well as the Way in Which the
user P controls the movement. The movements illustrated in

FIGS. 6A-6C may be repeated any desired number of times
at any desired frequency.

particularly adapted to be inserted into an end crossmember
208 provided at the foot end of the frame structure 202.
Because the foot support 206 is essentially identical to the

foot supports 16, 100 described above, the description above
Will suf?ce to describe it.

[0052] The exerciser 200 does not include a resilient
resistance system; instead, as shoWn in the side elevational
vieW of FIG. 9, the frame assembly 202 includes tWo

[0047] During the movements illustrated in FIGS. 6A-6C,

generally parallel support tracks 210, Which are supported

the feet of the user P may or may not lose contact With the

on an inclined plane by a stand 212. With this arrangement,

foot support 16, depending on hoW the user P controls the
movement. If the feet of the user P do lose contact With the

the movable body support 204 is mounted for movement

foot support 16 during the bouncing movement, the sepa
ration distance may be at least partially controlled by the
user P by exerting the muscles of the legs and/or abdomen
appropriately When initially contacting the foot support 16

tracks 210 of the exerciser 200 of this embodiment do not

or thereafter.

[0048]

The exerciser 10 may be used for a number of

different types of exercise; the positions shoWn in FIGS.
6A-6C are merely exemplary. In particular, the user P may
exercise using any combination of arm, leg, or arm and leg
movements. If the user P uses both arm and leg movements

along the inclined plane de?ned by the tracks 210. The

include interior tracks; instead, the movable body support
204 rests on top of the tracks 210, and is supported by rollers
214.

[0053] As supported by the stand 212 on the inclined
plane, the movable body support 204 absorbs the energy of
movement of a user supported thereon moving along the
tracks 210 up the inclined plane because the user is Working

against the in?uence of gravity, and is thus storing potential
energy. The movable body support 204 converts the

during the exercise motions, as is shoWn in FIGS. 6A-6C,

absorbed energy into a movement along the tracks 210 doWn

the effects of the arms and legs on the movement of the
movable body support 14 are additive. The use of the foot

the inclined plane because the absorbed/stored potential

support 16 may be particularly helpful in exercising the
abdominal muscles, because the ?exed-knee position of the

energy is converted to kinetic energy.

In addition to being installed on and included With

[0054] In other Words, the user is Working against a
portion of his or her oWn body Weight, Which provides the
user With exercising resistance. The amount of exercising
resistance may be varied by varying the incline of the tracks
210. As shoWn, the stand 212 includes a connecting bracket

an exercise machine like that shoWn in FIGS. 1-6, a foot

215 Which may be supported at any one of a number of

support according to the invention may also be sold and used

support points 216. In the illustrated embodiment, the sup
port points 216 are holes positioned at regular intervals
along the height of the stand 212. Each hole 216 is con

user P Will cause some of the exercising forces to be

absorbed by and/or exerted by the abdominal muscles.
[0049]

as a separate attachment constructed and arranged to be
installed or retro?tted on an exercise apparatus in lieu of a

conventional foot bar or foot support. FIG. 7 illustrates a
foot support 100 as it might be sold or used as an attachment.

The foot support 100 includes connecting structures or

portions 102 for connecting the foot support 100 With

appropriate receptacles provided in the exercise apparatus.
Depending on the con?guration of the exerciser, the con

necting structures 102 may simply be the terminal portions
of the frame member 50 of the foot support. Alternatively,
they could be keyed or shaped shafts, or could include some
other structure adapted to cooperate With the receptacles of
the exerciser to lock the foot support 100 into position Within
the exerciser. Additionally, a foot support attachment 100
may have any of the features described above With respect
to the foot support 16.

[0050] An exerciser 200 according to another embodiment
of the invention is shoWn in the perspective vieW of FIG. 8.
The exerciser 200 is generally of the type described in US.
Pat. No. 5,967,955, Which Was incorporated by reference
above, and it may incorporate some or all of the features of
the exerciser described in that patent.

[0051] In general, the exerciser 200 includes a frame
assembly, generally indicated at 202, a movable body sup
port, generally indicated at 204, mounted on the frame
assembly 202 for movement betWeen limiting positions on
the frame assembly 202, and a resiliently movable foot
support, generally indicated at 206. The resiliently movable
foot support 206 is essentially identical to the foot supports
16, 100 described above, With the exception that it is

structed and arranged to receive a pin inserted through a

corresponding hole 217 in the connecting bracket. HoWever,
the support points 216 may be outWardly projecting mem
bers or any other type of structure capable of supporting the
Weight of the tracks 210 With the user positioned on them.
In FIG. 9, a second angular position of the tracks 210 is
draWn in phantom. Despite the difference in resistive sys
tems, the foot support 206 functions in essentially the same
Way as shoWn in FIGS. 6A-6C.

[0055] The movable body support 204 is also connected to
pull lines 56 Which are trained over pulleys 58 carried by the

frame assembly 202, such that the pull lines 56 may be
pulled forWardly, toWards the foot support 206, Which
movement moves the movable body support 204 in a

direction aWay from the foot support 206. The ends of the
pull lines 56 are provided With grips 70. As With the
exerciser 10 of the previous embodiment, the user may use
any combination of arm, leg, or arm and leg movements to
move the movable body support, and the effects of both arm
and leg movements are additive.

[0056] It Will be noted that in both the horiZontal exerciser
of FIGS. 1-6C and the inclined exerciser of FIGS. 8-9, the
main Weight of the user is borne by the body support 14, 204.
In its broadest aspect, the invention contemplates a vertical
orientation of the body support 14, 204, in Which case the
body of the user P is supported on the body support 14, 204
to move With the body support 14, 204 Without signi?cant

body Weight support.
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[0057]

In the exercisers described above, the foot support

16 is a unitary structure that provides a single surface for
contacting both of the user’s feet. HoWever, in other embodi
ments of the invention, individual foot supports, or indi
vidual contact areas, may be provided for each foot.

[0058] An additional embodiment of the invention is
shoWn in the side elevational vieW of FIG. 10. FIG. 10
illustrates an exerciser 400 having a foot support 402 that
comprises tWo individual foot contact portions 410 con

nected to a vertically extending support 406 by compression
springs 408. The foot contact portions 410 extend horiZon

providing for the absorption of the energy of the move
ment of the movable body support in a ?rst direction

aWay from the movable foot support by the exercising
person supported thereon and the conversion of the
absorbed energy to a movement of the movable body

support With the exercising person supported thereon in
a second direction toWard the movable foot support;

providing for the controlled yielding of the movable foot
support caused by the engagement thereof by the feet of
an exercising person moving With the movable body
support in said second direction; and

tally forWard from the vertically extending support 406.
FIG. 11 is a top plan vieW of the foot support 402 shoWing
the tWo individual foot contact portions 410. Each foot

establishing as a result of the controlled yielding of the
movable foot support a bouncing movement by the

contact portion 410 is siZed to accommodate one of the

movable foot support in the ?rst direction, Which the

user’s feet. In another embodiment shoWn in the top plan
vieW of FIG. 12, a foot support 412 includes a unitary foot
contact portion 416 siZed to accommodate both feet. In each
case, the foot support 402, 412 Would be provided With a
layer of foam or other padding material 414 to provide
comfort and traction for the user’s feet. Those of skill in the
art Will note that the exercising motion enabled by the foot
support 412 is similar to the exercising motion enabled by
the foot support 16 described above. As Will be apparent to
those skilled in the art, the foot supports 402, 412 of FIGS.

exercising person can translate into a movement of the

movable body support in the ?rst direction, the arrange
ment being such that the exercising person can control
the repetition and magnitude of the movements of the

movable body support by ?exure of the legs at the
knees.
2. The method of claim 1, Wherein a movement of the

movable body support in the ?rst direction is accomplished
by a leg movement of the exercising person against the

resiliently movable foot support, Which, together With said

10-12 may also be used as attachments to be installed on or

bouncing movement, is translated into a movement of the

retro?t to existing exercises apparatuses.

movable body support in the ?rst direction.

[0059]

Further embodiments of the invention may com

bine attributes of the exercisers 10, 200, 400 described
above. Moreover, some embodiments may add additional
features and levels of user adaptability that are desirable in

professional exercise settings, such as gyms and exercise
studios.

[0060] The exercisers according to the present invention
provide several advantages. First, the user can perform
exercises in a supine position, Which is usually at least
perceived by the user to be more comfortable. Second, the
type of exercises that can be performed on exercisers
according to the invention may have cardiovascular,
strength, and ?exibility bene?ts. Third, as Was described
above, certain knoWn types of exercises, such as Pilates
exercises, may be performed on exercisers according to the
invention, if desired by the user.

[0061] Although the invention has been described With
respect to certain embodiments, those of ordinary skill in the
art Will realiZe that modi?cations may be made Within the
scope of the invention.

What is claimed is:
1. A method of enabling a person to exercise comprising:

3. The method of claim 1, Wherein a movement of the

movable body support in the second direction is accom
plished, at least in part, by an arm movement of the

exercising person in the ?rst direction, Which is translated
into a movement of the movable body support in the second
direction.

4. The method of claim 1, Wherein the movable body
support is movable in a generally horiZontal plane, and
Wherein the absorption of the energy of movement of the
movable body support in the ?rst direction is effected
by one or more tensile resilient resistance elements

coupled to the movable body support.
5. The method of claim 1, Wherein the movable body
support is movably supported in an inclined plane above a
horiZontal surface; and

Wherein the ?rst direction is upWardly along the inclined
plane and the second direction is doWnWardly along the

inclined plane.
6. The method of claim 5, Wherein the absorption of the
energy of movement of the movable body support is by the
upWard movement of the exercising person supported on the

movable body support along the inclined plane against the
in?uence of gravity; and
Wherein the conversion of the energy of movement of the

providing a movable body support for the exercising
person Which supports the exercising person in a posi
tion Which alloWs the body of the exercising person to
move With the movable body support While the feet of
the exercising person are free to be moved With respect
to the movable body support;

providing a movable foot support separate from said body
support in a position to be engaged by the feet of the
exercising person supported on the movable body sup

port;

movable body support is by the doWnWard movement
of the exercising person supported on the movable
body support along the inclined plane under the in?u
ence of gravity.

7. The method of claim 1, Wherein the absorption and
conversion of the resiliently movable foot rest are effected,
at least in part, by movements of resilient elastomeric cords.
8. The method of claim 1, Wherein the movable foot

support comprises an individual, independently movable
foot support portion for each foot.
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9. The method of claim 8, wherein the controlled yielding
of the movable foot support comprises controlled yielding of

19. The exerciser of claim 17, Wherein said frame assem
bly includes a stand structure constructed and arranged to

one or both of the individual, independently movable foot

support said tracks.
20. The exerciser of claim 19, Wherein said stand structure

support portions.
10. The method of claim 9, Wherein the individual,

independently movable foot support portions yield indepen
dently of one another.

11. An exerciser comprising:
a frame assembly;

a movable body support disposed on said frame assembly
and constructed and arranged to support the body of an
exercising person in a position Which alloWs the body

is constructed and arranged to support said tracks in a
generally inclined plane above a horiZontal surface.
21. The exerciser of claim 20, Wherein said stand structure
de?nes a number of support positions so as to alloW said
tracks to be mounted on said stand structure in any one of the

number of support positions, each of the number of support
positions de?ning an inclined plane above the horiZontal
surface.

of the exercising person to move With the movable

22. The exerciser of claim 21, Wherein the absorption of
the energy of movement of the movable body support is by

body support While enabling the feet of the exercising

movement of the exercising person supported on the mov

person to be free to be moved With respect to said

able body support against the in?uence of gravity; and

movable body support; and
a movable foot support coupled to said frame assembly
and constructed and arranged to be engaged by the feet
of the exercising person supported on said movable

body support,
said movable body support being mounted on said frame
assembly for movement in a ?rst direction aWay from
said movable foot support and a second direction
toWard said movable foot support and being con
structed and arranged to absorb the energy of a move
ment thereof in the ?rst direction by a user supported
thereon and to convert the absorbed energy into a

Wherein the conversion of the energy of movement of the

moveable body support is by movement of the exer

cising person supported on the movable body support
under the in?uence of gravity.
23. The exerciser of claim 11, further comprising one or
more elongated tensile resilient resistance elements selec

tively coupled betWeen said frame assembly and said mov

able body support;
Wherein said elongated tensile resilient resistance ele
ments absorb the energy of movement of said moveable

body support With the exercising person supported
thereon in said ?rst direction and convert it to the

movement thereof With the user supported thereon in

movement thereof With the exercising person supported

said second direction; and

thereon in said second direction.

said movable foot support being constructed and arranged
to yield resiliently in response to the engagement of the
feet of the exercising person moving With the movable
body support in said second direction and to establish,
as a result of the resilient yielding, a bouncing move

ment by the movable foot support in said ?rst direction
Which can be translated by the exercising person into a
movement of said movable body support in said ?rst
direction.
12. The exerciser of claim 11, Wherein said movable foot
support comprises a peripheral frame constructed and

24. The exerciser of claim 11, said movable body support
further comprising hand grips mounted thereto, said hand
grips being arranged on said movable body support such that
they may be gripped by the hands of the exercising person.
25. The exerciser of claim 11, ?rther comprising a set of

pull lines, said pull lines being connected to said movable

body support at respective ?rst ends thereof, having grips
constructed and arranged to be engaged by the exercising
person at respective second ends thereof, and being trained
betWeen said ?rst and second ends over a set of pulleys

carried by the frame assembly;

arranged to be mounted on said frame assembly, and a
?exible sheet member constructed and arranged to be

the arrangement being such that a movement in the
second direction of said pull lines by the arms of the

mounted Within the peripheral frame.
13. The exerciser of claim 12, Wherein the resilient
yielding of said movable foot support are effected, at least in
part, by movements of resilient elastomeric cords connect
ing said peripheral frame and said ?exible sheet member.
14. The exerciser of claim 11, Wherein said movable foot
support includes leg portions constructed and arranged to be
detachably mounted on said frame assembly.
15. The exerciser of claim 11, Wherein the movable foot
support is detachably mounted on said frame assembly.
16. The exerciser of claim 11, Wherein the movable foot
support comprises tWo resiliently movable individual foot

exercising person engaging said grips is translated into

support portions.
17. The exerciser of claim 11, Wherein said frame assem

bly includes a set of generally parallel tracks constructed and

arranged to be rollingly engaged by rollers provided on said
movable body support.
18. The exerciser of claim 17, Wherein movable body
support is rollingly movable along said tracks in a generally

horiZontal plane.

a movement of said movable body support in said ?rst
direction.
26. An attachment for an exerciser of the type including
a movable body support disposed on a frame assembly in a
position to support the body of an exercising person in a

position Which alloWs the body of the exercising person to
move With the movable body support While enabling the feet
of the exercising person to be free to be moved With respect
to the movable body support, a foot assembly adapted to be
mounted on the frame assembly in a position to be engaged
by the feet of the exercising person supported on said

movable body support, and mounting structure disposed on
the frame assembly, the mounting structure being con
structed and arranged to detachably mount the foot assembly
to the frame structure,

said attachment comprising:
a movable foot support constructed and arranged to
cooperate With the mounting structure to be mounted
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on the frame assembly in lieu of the foot assembly in
a position to be engaged by the feet of the exercising
person supported on the movable body support;

said movable foot support being constructed and arranged
to yield resiliently in response to the engagement of the
feet of the exercising person supported on the movable
body support thereWith in a second direction toWard
said movable foot support and to establish, as a result

of the resilient yielding, a bouncing movement by the
movable foot support in a ?rst direction Which can be

translated by the exercising person into a movement in
said ?rst direction of said movable body support.
27. The attachment of claim 26, Wherein the movable foot
support comprises a peripheral frame and a ?exible sheet

member constructed and arranged to be mounted Within the

peripheral frame.
28. The attachment of claim 27, Wherein the absorption
and conversion of said movable foot support are effected, at
least in part, by movements of resilient elastomeric cords

connecting said peripheral frame and said ?exible sheet
member.
29. The attachment of claim 28, Wherein said movable

foot support further comprises leg portions constructed and
arranged to cooperate With the mounting structure to be
mounted on the frame assembly.

